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ABSTRACT

This Mastefs Degree Project explores the nature of contemporary
public space given the pmalence of consumption sites. The
shopping maU is investigated in terms of its sociaL and culturat
implications. The f;act that today many congregate in shopping
ma& h r reasons other than to make purchases, locates the mall
in a position to develop as a new centre for metropolitan life The
shopping mallepitomizes the notion of the unhersd, and thus
albws one to address how architecture can create speajkity of
place in such a contert. The b u i i betoped is a public library
of Canadian literature Within the context of the shopping mall
the building concerns itseLf with the e
o
n of architecture
which aUorrs for new m t i o n s of public space through
programming. Unlike the shopping mallwhich merely contains
people and objects, The Reading &om aUo#s for the appropriation
of space on an individual and c o k t h tewl, as weU as the fuU
engagement of the body.
KEYWORDS

Consumption Site, Public Library, Public Space,
SociaL kbdity,,Shopping Centre
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The conceptual ideas that have propelled the project, Z k Reading
Room have been significantly influenced by the writings of
Ram Shields, Professor ShieW ideas regarding postmodem
consumption sites intrigued me because of their nonjudgmental
approach. Like Marshalt McLuhan, Shields beliewes that the
inundation of new technobgies is part of the natural progression
and extension of the human race. Ifowever, professor Shields
points not only to the positive aspects of this strain of evolution
but also to its p e n i This project has greatly benefited from these
Mtings as it was thns liberated from haming to make ajudgement
about consumption sites The fobwing attempts to disclose the
two sides of the issue;in doing so the architecture of me Reding
Room has deweloped as a aitical response to the conditions set by
contemporaryconsumption sites.

'Every epoch has its cathedrals, monuments to the era, that
come to signify or embody the cultural Weltanschauung
(worldview). Buitdinqs such as train stations or palaces. urban projects such as defensive city walls or m a n boulevards have direct impacts on behaviour and, indirectly have
a discursive impact on thought and cultural practices- Architecture has a legitimating function as it attempts to express
the essence of social me& molved in a project and in so far
as it influences nonns of conduct. Like the castle or factory,
the shopping centre and mall invite interpretation, being both
structurer and- d k u s k &tenen& They can be studied kr
the cultural presuppositions and power rdations which they
impose by presupposition-" (Robert S h i e k 1992, 3)

The preoalence of c o m m o d i ~
exchange in contemporary Life has had
a large impact on the nature of public space LRisure actkity has
become synonymous with that of consumption and evident in the
popular tourist activitJr of going 'to look at the shops'. "Even in
Canada, a country with an economy often pictured as dominated by
resource industries and their semidng, consumer spending bugs 60
percent of all goods and serwiced' (Shields 1992,lO). As a result
consumption sites (Shields 1992,l) have become h a t spaces of
economic growth, but more importantly social and cuLtura1
exdmnge Within these sites ranging from market places to shopping
centres to other tourist sites, new public spaces and new relationships fostered by a consumer culture are emerging. A t the centre lies
the enigmatic shopping mall_ Through writing and the dmbpment
of an architecbml intenrention the project he Reading Room: Jacob
-2ko
Meets the Gap, unfbIdt the implications of the shopping
dL's contemporaryrole of simaltaneouslysatisfying consumer,

sociaL and cuttun1needs,
The decline of taditionai ciwic Life has often been attributed to
conspicuous consumption f8a'litated by the continual pmision of
shopping malta in areas away h m urban centres Denouncing the
easy access of suburban consumption sites is too simple The first
section of this doament entitled Contemporary Consumption Sites,
desa&es the deuelopment of the shopping mall as a paradigmatic
consumption system. More importantly harreeer the essay brings to

the hrefront the importance of consumption sites in contemporary
public lif& Stenuning from our ancestraL tribalroots as hunters and
gatherers material consumption has become part of the naaral
mlution of our prodnctivist culture and today is a large influence
on the nature of public q s e .
Whii according to Shields we must treat "consumption as an m,
committed production of self and of society which, rather than
assimilating individuals to styles, appropriates codes and fashion,
which are mate into one's own" (Shields 1992,2), the risk of
neutraidng significant culturaL diff&nces must also be voiced.
And whk proponents of consamption sites also claim demoaacy
is served by the accessibility of goods and services to a broader
consumer base, this reductionist attitude is not limited to social
hierarchp, and andlts in the reduction of cultural M t J r .
The last part of the hit section d e s a i k the importance of the
shopping mall as a place of "social centralitJf @ & h e in ShieIds:
1992,103), but also indicates the pen% of mivenality as it relates
to culture

The second section of this document, entitled Jacob Iko-Ttm Meets
The Gap deals with the question of the appropriateness of a library
within the context of a postmodenr consumption site. The decision
to choose a library as the programme is more than a spnbolic
gesture in engaging the human imagination- Here another tppe of
consumption is engaged, one entirely fkee of monetary exchange
d u e , that is the consumption of literature Therefbre the
architecturalintention is directed towards the facilitation of
enactment rather than observatio~More importantLythe programme
of a libmy aUorss h r individual as well as collectme ewmts *thin a
public domain. The result is an architectwe which responds by
aUowing -ties

to be simultsneausl. layered-

Lastly the section, entitled 27k Reading Room responds to the ideas
presented in the initial essay through the architectural design of a
Canadiu\ Literature and film public lib-.
br architectme, the
impliations of the initiaL essay are tuofoId- First, it is underdood
that public space belongs within the &main of exmtment. That is in

the abiiity fbr space to allrnr the fuU engagement of the body.
Although the shopping maLSs present pwd mnifishtion lies in
o m o n , in the scenognphic. its conquest as a site of social
centrality provides the foundation for the architectmeof pubic
spaces.Second, the discusion provides a framemrk for xuediating
between the m i v m d and the specific as related to cultnrat identity.
Insofar as this project accepts the shopping mall as a possible new
centre fbr metropolitan life bp its ability to promote social interaction, Rae W i n g Room negotiates between the neeubmsa1
codes which constitutethe shopping mall and the specificity of its
location rrithina Canadian context.

CONTEMPORARY CONSUMPTION SITES

Developing the Shopping MaU Paradigm
''The nineteenth century saw a dramatic rise i n retail shopping, or t h e distributive trades. Buqmning urban growth
brought with it a mass demand fbr goods and services- Improvements i n transportation greatly increased mobility and
the availability of consumer goods- Industrialization bmdened manufacturing, introduced mass production, and made
available a wide variety of mrdable goods to t h e generat
pubtic Over time, technical developments i n packaging and
preservation greatLy added to the security and Longevity of
consumer items well beyond the stage of produm'on and
manufacture" (Rowe: 1991,109)-

-

Luxuxious &es
such as La G a l k i a in Milan. and department
stores such as Le Bon Ma&
in Paris were the fint mdhstations of
the dunging
realm at the turn of the centuy. While the
formercatered to the haute couture tastes of the European
bourgeoisie, the latter provided mass produced goods in regal
environments to the general public.
Throughout the twentieth centuy the retait realm evolved considerably in terms of its Location, layout, and general form (that is from
being part of an Bdsting structure to being a stand-abne structure).
In the 1950's the design of the North American shopping mall
developed as a science when specialists in the fields of architecture,
development, contracting, engineering, psychology, and sociobgy,
joined to devebp buildings wherein consumption was made simple.
Through the amalgamated ideas of these experts, as well as
infomation such as income bet and purchasing power determined
via demographic suwegs, htu retail building types emerged: neighbou~hoodcentres, community centres, the regional mall and the
super-regional m l L Each type focused on a particular consumer
poputation from within a particular radius: neighbourhood centres
attract customers within a two-mileradius; community centres from
within a three to five mile radius; the regional mall from up to a
twenty miles radius; the super-regional mall from within a hundred
mile radius.
The most economically successful of these retail building tgpes

remains the regional shopping mall, a one or two storey h i
with smaUer shops in the middle and an 'anchor! department store,
such as Eaton's, or a large food store such as Safeway, grounding
each end- The plan is usuaUy configured as a triangle or figure eight,
ensuing a constant flow of shopping and ftanexie Its arcfiitectual
philosophy is 'bigger is bettd. The atria and nreuanines are
m m t a L and pmhse1y Aushed with natural light, finidus such
as marble or granite, whether real or faux are expensive looking".
More recently a dhmse amaLgamation of functions ranging from
sculpture and tropical gardens to e i m m s , libraties, hotels, pools and
ice-*,
and churches find themelees e n c W within the nails of
the regional shopping mall_ The r a k of finance and marketing that
govern the contemporary regional shopping mall originate from the
yean be&ween 1960 and 1980, when the basic regional mall
paradigm was perfected and systematicalty replicated aaoss North
Anmica.

1

The shopping mall Like its domestic counterpart, the suburban
house, is not complete without provisions for the automobi'le In the
195Us housing dewelopers in the United States, particularily in
California began to b u i i houses that rejected the front porch and
wide waUmbLe sidewalks for p r i ~ t backyards
e
and wider vehicular
thoroughfares. This response to growing automobile use was in turn
appUed to commercial buildings. The mall was turned inside out, its
walt were impenetrable from and to the street. Once inside one
the
could only look inwad. "These consumer tandscapes r-ed
profound distrwt of the street as a public arena visible in the work
of such dissimilar urbanists as Franlc L b y d Wright and Le Corbusier"
(Crawford: 1992,21). Infinite asphalt parking lots, feeder roads,
highways and subway Lines isolate the sprawling mass. A vast matrix
is created between the mall and the residences and schools
cixcwnsaibing the neighbourhood according to modernist theories of
urban planning. Each layer refers back to the shopping mall drawing
attention to it as the centre of an "urban consteLLation" where a
'social cornunity is born which appropriates the mall as a
smogate town square" (Shields 1992,4).

From the outset modemitJr was bunded on separation. Kenneth
Frampton traces the genesis of modexniw back to Paris and the
hundation of L'Ecole des RDnts et chausas, the first engineering
school which marked the separation between architecture and
engineering in 1747. It rras a time heavily influenced by
unprecedented scientific and technical deuelopments, as well as the
reestablishing of the importance of the Classical canons of Vitruvius,
hithe-rtom & a b y d . Emerginq scientific foundations and industrial technologies of the 19th century r d t e d in the & of
empirical study and the subsequent separation of elements into their
constituent parts By the mid-1920's modern architecture had Laid its
foundations in what appeared to be a 'project of (largely) utopian
instrumentality that was tmhmaW, reformist (if not
remlutiomy), technological, and reductivkt" (Ba* 1995,242).
Values of civic life were not immune to the widespread changes of
the twentieth century and resulted in uculture" being 'differentiated
fram economy; both" of which were "separated from religiona (Max
Weber in Shields 1992,6). hewitably the separation of vaLue
spheres, along with the increasing demands of a continuously
expanding connuner economy and the h l o p m e n t of the freeway,
the suburb, and the supermarket have resulted in the loss of the
aws ampad@ to maintain its significance as a whole" (Frampto~
1992,9).

In the Late 1960's, the ppajtmoem movement in architecture
deweloped alongside the various social and political terulenaes of the
time, such as the ad rights movements in the United States. As a
result of modern ardritectureOsreduction of expression to function
or to the processes of emerging t-Logies,
architecture's abilie to
both facritate and desaibe cultural and social conditions was called
into questioned by architects and students of architecture awe A s a
reaction qainst rmkmim, introduced ideas about architecturein
which pluralism, VarieQ and difference were paramount. In doing so,
p a h m h m h b continued modembm's socialagenda, that was to
offer the possibiitJrof architecture to the masses Eostmodenrism
attempted to bring modenrism's democratic visions to the hrefront-

However,they b e l i d this could only be achieved by the obliteration of modern dte&md\anquaqe According to its zmimcates,
postmodemism allowedthe possibility of a new architecture that
would be more responsive to pubiic concerns and public taste
The anrfihiition of modern architecturewas f o l by~a return to
m t i o n a l forms and c a d m
o
m Throughout the 197Us and
1 9 W s corinthian columns, grek pediments, Victorian tracery etc,
became the iconography fPr a period unable to dmlop a contemporary I;mmrwre of its o m , a period which may have benefited from
the advaacemmts of mdemim. Instead postmodemism rendered at1
h i s whether it was a church or a shopping maU in the same
kitsch. This iconography has become particularly ubiquitous in the
comrnerciaLa r c h i t m e of our era, Its veneer-Like application itas
little regard for the spatial and phenomenological, so much a part of
modern architectur9s explorations. Eostmodenrismconcerned itseLf
namely with the 'appearance' of buildings. Thus the return to
WtionaL hnn and classical references as a way of being more
responsive to the public at large failed tremendously due to their
supe&ia1 application.

*Only rarely [the best example would be the last three decades of architecturein Los Angeler] does this critical opinion
extend t h e scope of its advice beyond the surface issue of
style to demand that architectural practice should readdress
itself to the issue of place creation, to a critical yet creative
redefinition of the concrete qualities of the built domain"
(Frampton: 1992,lO).

"The significance of these new consumption sites is not that
their content of characteristic social activitiesand spatial practice i s new- It is the combination of practices and behaviours
kept apart according to dassic portraits of modernity. In their
totality, postmodern consumption sites are characterized by a
new spatial form which is a synthesis of leisureand consumption activities previously held apart by being located i n
different sites. performed a t differenttimes or accomplished
by different people" (ShieLds: 1992.6)The synthesis of leisure and consumption defines contemporary
W
,
eaq gohg, non-chaLant- Consumption sites are Largely
responsible far the emancipation of the masses. Beginning with the
consumption site of the media, the masses are made conscious of
innumerablelifestyle possibiities, and it is within the shopping malt
that thesevisions are concretized.

Initially the xnaLLs' attraction was dependent on its easy accessibiliw
from the suburbs, competitive prices based on large volumes, and
predictable climate Like angthing new, experienced for the first
time, the emeqence of the shopping mall was taken at face vaiuc
Its purpose was to farilitate commodity consumption. However, day
to day exigencies result in unpredictable development, and in the
case of the shopping mall, the combination of leisure activities with
those of commodity consumption have a1loooed the development of a
social and cultural nucleus for the postmadern city Its critical
position as the centre of emerging public topographies and of the
distribution of goods and services, is explicit in the attention paid
to shopping malls in urban transportation planning schemes. Free to
the public at large, the shopping 1na1rsredeeming quality lies in its
market-Iike environment. Open to the community at large it is a
place of congregation and tete-a-tete communication for a soaety
inebriated by trirtual images.

Leisure often conjures images of "displacement and trawl to LidnaL
zones, thresholds of controlled and legitimated breaks from the
routines of erreryday, proper behaviour. LMml tones were once
completely outside of the civilized realm of ewryday community

lifew (ShieW- 1992,7-8). These weze cMcaL public spaces, tme in
their abilitJrto induce fear, confrontation, insemitJrand especially
pleanue meMue is a necessaxy component of Leisure It t h e r d r e
h l h that emking pleasme should be a driving fixtor in the
design and articulation of public spaces. Howmm,, the preponderance
of privatization represses behaviour, atoning it more ct0Sel.y to sodal
norms of conduct thusincreasing the threshoLd between erreryday
controlled behaviour and the concession to l e t onesew go',
Appropriated public spires such as the shopping mall waver between
fuU suspension of moralitp iutd repression, This tension is the result
of the dichotomy between the shopping malL's private and pubtic
role On the one hand the shopping m
L
L aUures its customen by
hosting activities often the domain of public street life, such as
s i k k sales, p a m k e t c On the other hand pLeasure is prohibited
in t\ro ways: fint,try private police armies who patrol the premises,
sumiUing visitors and tenants alike; second, and more insidiously,
by the lack of physical tactilitJr present in the shopping mall's
adlitecture.

In his essay kel Good Here? Relationships between Bodies and
Urban Environments, ShieIds descdws pLeasure as a physical, tactii
experience P k m e is not simply understood inteUectuaLLy- First
and foremost pleasure must be appredated, felt through the body.
Our intelkt of c o m e helps as decipher pleasure from other

sensations Thus pleasure is experienced through the body and
understood via the mind and -re
is a very obsenmble activityAs a result pleasure is often prohibited in public space- City
officials, propowners and others w i t h vested interests in
maintaining control fear the uncontrotlable tendenaes of large
groups with hedonistic intentions- Therefore shopping mall
architects and planners design spaces with little margin for
of the shopping
interpretation, ensuring- controL Esmy
- part
- - - mall is
focused on a spedfic controued experience and rarely are the
intermingling of varied activities allowed. br example all fiiDod
semices are located together in the h r m of a f6od court, all
theatres, arcales and fitness gyms again centralized in another area,
and the parking lot is rarely used for anything but parking vehick

More recently the prepalence of this shopping mallconfiguration is
being chaUengd Shopping mall directors, encouraged by more
demanding tenants, have attempted to design more engaging spaces.
No longer is congregating limited to the banal settings of the food
court. The Starbucks Coffee Compylrr is an example of this more
demanding tenant, Starbucks has recently relocated and
reconfigural some of its stores in order to incorporate outdoor
patios The intimacy created bg the bomdades of cafe waLls, in
conjunction with the tIansparent overlap betweenindoors and
outdoors, encourages a mare fall body experience H
these
innooatom are
too feff. The Bdsting structure of shopping
ma&, both physically and economiaUy is not e a s i i transformed
and still remains to a
extent a visual experience

me

The environment of the shopping maUis predominantly
scenographic horn h i - l i k e shop fronts to ikux finishesto
non-structml c M c a l columns, the props far a stage-Like
atmosphere are set. mle,bodily experience within the shopping
mall occurs sodatly, as one brushes against someone in a crowd, or
in c o n d o n with a salesperson a m the right colour of a dress.
The p l y s i d nature of the shopping mall does not encourage full
sensory pleajure Our experience of W e is often contingent on the
experience of seeing. This Lack of bodilg experience in consumption
sites is the r m t t of an applied postmodern Language which has Little
regard for spatial and phenomenological experience
The importance of image/s in contemporary public space is further
&dent through the 'qualitative" change occurring in the nature of
colnmadity consumptionw(Shields. 1992,99). Today the routine
expenditure at the shopping mall is often minimal, It is most likely
manifest in the spontaneous purchase of a snack, a Lipstick, etc.
which enhances the more common experience of flanerie. More
significant purchases take on a 'symbolic rolew,to the point where
commodities have become valued far th& "aura of symbolic
meanings and values rather than their use or exchange valuew
( S h i e k 1992,99), Shields claims that commodities have become
'reenchanted', and that the change is the result of a more
sophisticated consumer, Mconsciousof the inequauties of exchange

and the arbitxary nature of exchange value" (Shields 1992,100). An
example of this is the designer imitation stom Banana Republic, The
Gap, Club Monaco etc developed based on the idea that designer
items could be copied and then mass produced, to offer a similar
produd at a h e r cost Consumexs 9uidt1y accepted the so called
'rip-offit, and as a result these image/lifestyk makers continue to
pervade the retail realm,

Social Centrality and hltural Relativism
G i p W its scenognphic and m

e based idiosyncrasies, today one
might anderstand the shopping man as a node of simnlations,
ranging fIbm enwiroments to consumer personae From these
simulations, however, a nerr real experience has emerged-A
gathexing place in which tmnsmutable store fronts,objects of desire,

become the B p s to the -ties
and relationships h d
between shop-owners, shop-keepers, shoppers, and f h e u x s The
hrce which legitimatesthe shopping matls cuLtud significanceand
potential as a centre of new metropolitan Life is its role as a place of
''sodal centrality a uiLful concentration which creates a node in a
wider landscape of continual dispersion" (Lefkbme in Shields: 1994,
103)-The p e m s b a e s of social c e n t d i t y within the shopping mall
contrasts Frampton's comment regarding the aty's inabiity to
mainbin its significance as a whole The shopping mallthrives on
the amalgamation of consumption and Ieisure activities, creating a
focus fbr the community in the sprawling suburban environment,
The possibility h r community membexs with varied interests and
-rounds
to congregate in one p k e abws for the population
density r a p i d to encourage behmiouxs and practices vital to
metropolitan Life.

-

In turning away from its exterior environment, the shopping mall
sequesters its occupants. Thus everyone is encouraged to simultaneously be an individual participant in their own endeavours as part of
the background, as we11 as a aowd participant, part of the
foreground, part of the moving mass. Sequestration no doubt
encourages confLict as welL However,,Shietds claims even in
situations of confrontation 'the sense of both publicness and
centrality remains. In such a space, one can intuitively affirm 'this is
where it's at', where confbcting views and practices are brought
together, centralized in confrontation" (Shields 1992,103). In this
way the inherently 'private' domain of the shopping d
lis
CfraLlenged. Uninhibited occupants appropriate the shopping mall as
their own. as they would a public street, a back alley, a public
square-

As a site of sociaL centrality the shopping mall mitigates sociaL

driwen by economic determinacp, the shopping
mall also promotes the process of unkrsalization. The uimmtl
tendency of the d s environment and its consuiim objects raises
the issue of its &mbdof caltaral dbmity. As a public place the
shopping maU should embrace dBerence, not neutralize it. This is
more poignantLy demonstrated in the public space of the media wia
the ahmUng campaign of the Benetton Clothing Company. In the
mid-1980's photographer Oliviero Toscani began a campaign for
Benetton which he chimed 'bmscends seduction and affirms
difference by communication to an audience that extends beyond
the nonaal constituency" ( G a m e t t 1994,25), H o w a m , his work has
been aPlPnibed by social critiques "as a covert means of rmaimizbq
global and multi-ethnic market perpetration, having more to do with
homogenization than difference" (Gamett: 1994,25). The only
diffkretlce one notes about his models are qe,gender and s k n
colour. These traits howmm are homogenized by the blanket of
clothing, h a h t y k and makeup determined by a profit driPen
fashion industxy. The Benetton ads point to the dichotomous
temperament of the shopping malt; its simultaneous acceptance of
difference and univemlitydifferences.,
H

Often believed to be pen'lous, the manifestations of a uiversal
civilization have according to Paul Ricoeur, also generated
democratic opportunities
'First, universalization of culture i s good, because from it
comes the recognition of a single humanity. Second, it represents the avaibbility of elementary possesdons to the masses,
meaning a t Least a minimum level of comfort for all. Third, it
enables the irnpmwment&ordinary people, giving them access
to values of dignity and autonomy. Finally, consumer culture
i s seen as a majorimpetus to the development of mass Literacy
AU of these are the result of a phenomenon of accumulation
and of improvemenr (Jones: 1992, 5).

Newtheless, these positive developments are not without setbacks
as the McDo~ld's syndrome pervades our culture. There is no
that culture is highly affected by universal codes and that
as a result a global culture is emerging. The prognosis to marg

appean to be the degeneration of world cultures, the degeneration
of thought and d o n - It is therefore necessary to approadr progress
by negotiating betweenindividual imperatives and c o l ~
histories In the case of The Reading Room, progress is negotiated by
anden&nding (not by compkte acceptance of) the economic forces
which define the mivenality of the shopping mail and by
implementing programme which appeals to a Canadian c o k t i v e

JACOB TWO-TWO MEETS THE GAP

Site and Programme

2 7 Reading
~
horn is a public libmy of Canadian poetry, fiction and
film. R holds a coUection of approximately 20,000 books and 5,000
fibs. The programme elemem a r e r h a a l t - q
room. a stoxyteUing/audio/wisuaL mom,a chiiien's room,adminis
tzation offices, and a c a k
The number of people who fkq~entthe shopping 1~11,as well as the
amount of time theyspend within its eonfines is an intxiguing
indication of its success both economicaLLy and sociaL1y. The fact
that something is built does not assare us of ib use Congregation of
peopb is a diflicult task Hcmver, the shopping mall appears to
hawe no problem attracting the public This is in fact due to the
reality that our suburbs offer no other spaces in which people can
congregate, communicate, watch a movie, buy a sweater etc The
shopping mall has become the nucleus for the suburban communitp,
and thus was the appropriate site br a project which would deal
with contemporary public space
A public library of Canadian literature and fib was chosen as the
new intemntion Libraries have long been accessible public spaces
of the trditional city, The quiet, isolated spaces of the WtionaL
library mdemore sacieties whereby reading had more to do with
study and less to do with leisure e t y . Today Liides are stiU
pertinent to study, horrerrer reading has emerged as a regular pastime In firt library bonorring and bookstore pumhases have been
steadily increasing in the past decade. However, while bookstores
have begun to emulate the traditional Library setting as a means of
purchase coeraon, Libraries can risk more progressive ideas regarding
the access of infbrmation (referxing to published/unpubLished works,
film, music, virtual materia1). Libraries are not simply interested in
revenues, but in a1bwing pubtic access to information resources, at a
minimaL cost, if not for free. Libraries effectiveiy repknish the 'free
public good' recently lacking in public space, back into our
communiti&

The R d n g Room has been greatly influenced by the fact that
reading prepails as a hisue &hitutuAs mentioned d e r pleasure is
inherent in leisure, and should be experienced both intellectually
and pwcally- Public space promotes pleame through ena&wnt.
It is t h i s i d e a w h i c h m a k e s a l i b r a r y s u c h a s ~ ~ ~ r n v a l i d
in the context of a postmodem consumption site By thinldng about
architecture as fluid space in which circulation and defined spaces
are tmqarentIy htemwm. The Reading Ruom aUous lbr -ties
of enactment on both an individual and a collectme W L The reader,
the dorpteUjng lid-,
the film watcher can simabneoasly sit as
an individual in the background, as well as be part of the larger
public context DiscEeet exposure of the individuat to the hrgex
crowd is a result of the transparent nature of r)le Reading Room's
contiguous space

Howewer, in comparison to the shopping ma& 27w W i n g Room
allows h r p k e s of repose, p k e s in which the inhe~entnature of
our human physiology is considered- Our minds and bodies require
rest, withdrawal fromthe bombardment of the signage, light and
noise prevalent in amtemporary consumption sites. These spaces are
interwoven into the spatial sequences of me Reading Boom, a1bwbg
a their tranq@'I dstence w h i i still mnahing part of the larger
whola

THE READING ROOM

An Architectural interpretation

The symbolic consumption of both the shopping mall environment
and the goods for ate, resu1ts in the perpaation of a twmdhensional e n v i r o m , one in which sight is fully engaged and the
other senses are left unsathted. Architecture's present role in the
faflitation of public space within the c o n t e of the shopping matl
is of little influence, It is the complex set of relationships betwen
people resulting from the combination of consumption and leisure
practices, the innate need to congregate and the appropriation of
private space as public, which make the shopping mall a dynamic
focusfornew archittxtud development. Architecture is contingent
on the user and her appropriation of space to be successfut This
criterion exists within the context of the shopping mall, and thus
the foundationsfor new sociaL and cultural public spaces are wet1
bid. Howem, these foundations are lsdenwith t e n s i o ~Progress
entails operating within certain scientific, political and economic
uhmsaIs, often to the abandonment of culturaL precedents. This
dilemma, p m t in the shopping maU, is ewident in most aspects of
its demlopment, from xazing the site to the ground to limiting
programme to those activities deahg with monetazy exchange.
Shopping ma& are economic models and so it hUows that deckions
regarding its development are based first on economics and secondly
on socialand cultural n e c ~ ~

The challenge fbr the practicing architect in the tmnsfbrmation of
lype consumption sites such as the shopping mall, is to deuelop a
critid approach to architecture maintained 'from within an overall
embrace of u n h m d civilization and world culture; resistant,
without q-ection UnkmsaL c i v l i t i o n can be resisted by limiting
the opthizing forces of technology and world culture can be
resisted by recognizing forms that are alien, adopted as eclectic
responses to an uenemated" local situation" (Jones 1992.10)- By
resisting rather than @ecting ,
architecture has the ability
to interpret the specificity of p k e unlike urg other art discipline.
The result is not a stoic legio~1
cultare which disintegrates within
its stability, but rather a conscious, seU-gexwating regional culture

based on the appropriation of hreign infLuence and the devebpment
of salient farms dexived from the light, climate and social and
cultural necessities of a particular enoironment-

--

this
fIamewollt, 27e Readt'ng Rmrn deweloped
based on three architectural ideas which aiticaLIy respond to the
present nature of the shopping mall The new intervention's
tion responds to the shopping malls negation of its particular
context. The txansparent nature of the edge created by the new
int-tion
responds to the conditions which confine sodal
centrality within the shopping mall_ The fluid promenade of the new
intenmition responds to the circuitous nature of the shopping ma11
experience The m m U design strategy for beginning to tandPm
the shopping mall addressed the importance of
b u i i s on a urban scale, Thus the hbmhg ~uestionswere posed;
could a significant transfbrmation occur if intementions continue to
be ceUs within the erdsting configuration of the shopping maU? Or,
is it n e c w to begin the transformation from the outside in,
emploping the parking lot and other particularities of the site as
important architecturalelements?

W*

Regarding the Contemporary City
The trditional city was based on the idea of axes, that is the idea
that the promen& of a main thomughfare should terminate at a
distinct place h r example in Paris the avenue Des Champs flysees is
bracketed at either end by the Arc de 'hiomphe and the Place de la
Condcorde This strategy s e n d the traditional city we11 as pedestxians were guided around the city via g d o s e promenab- Today
the city has become an analogy h r new technologies which mutate
and eim eliminate boundaries The result is a fluid matfix of
outdoor spaces, robds and b u i i s The need for axes is obsolete
Our mcmments have become complex: and \apered by the many
activities we participate in at once and the technologies which a h
the simultaneity of participation to occur.
As a b u i f i , 27e Reading Room is analogous to this concept of
space and mcreement.and reahed via articulation of the east faCsde

and the grid column structure The east facade, a glazed cuxtain
waLL, aUous the dissolution of the boundary between b u i i and
parking lot, between interior and exterior. Thus the boundary, the
h@e, is muMle, at times present and at times absent according t o
light conditions. The grid column structure aUows fior spans without
the segregation of spaces. Thus one moves freely through the
architecture. Spatial sequences are unintempted and changes from
spaces of mmemmt to spaces of repose are subtle-These
architecturaIideas albw b u i i s to become true extensions of the
city as their objectws is abated and their spatial connection is
heightened.

Rq-stration: Creating an Edge
The most aitical decision in the design of The M n g Room is its
location within the samiqly e n d k tenitoy of the shopping malL
Ebsitioning The Reudihg Room in the parking lot aLbws it to be
identified as something separate from the consumer reah of the
shopping malL This immediately caUs attention to the site upon
which the new intervention sits. Iheuser is engaged in the relationship between the shopping mall and The Riding Room and more
important1y the spaces created by their a d j i r d e s As the site is
presently coni3gmed the relationship between &sting buildings is
one of mere pmzbitJr, xnost mostly detennirred by vehicular parking
and thoroughfare ConceptuaUy and physically the parking lots are
separated from the h i s . That is the mlationship between
building and building, building and parking tat is nothing other
than empty space in which to park a car. By creating a transparent
edge the new intervention attempts to alters the relationship
betoreen the site's components. The interior/exterior visual
accessibility between the parking lot and The Reading Room
transbrms the parking lot into a vast room, an entry to the
buildings adjacent to it.

The parti for the new intenrention (a 12mx100m rectangle)
developed from a desire to create an edge to an otherwise unclefined
region. Edges and b o u e s are necessary in order to validate
territories as they allow space to be perceived by the mind's eye.

Definition of a room by way of the horizon and the w, a b u i i
facade and a highmy*bur waUs and the ceiling, mitigates oar fear
of exposue, that is the fear of being the attention of an onlooker
within a boundless spwe A boundtess space encourages only quick
paced motion, not a combination of motion and contemplative
~ l n e s Nothing
s
is ambiguous about outdoor shopping mall areas.
Theg are mere traffic t h o r o u g m Simi'lar to a scene in a sci-fi
movie where the pmtqonist penetrates a brick waLl with their
special powexs only to find something totaUy alien on the other side,
shopping xnaU f&uk are non-articulated blank walk which
disengage the user from the space they wem just in the minute they
pass through it.
The disorientation experienced as a result of the disjuncture between
inside and outside has nmch to do with the p q e of time. The
shopping mall negates this experience in its user:In response, the
regktxation of I%? Reding Roam is oriented on a north-south axis
allowing forthe cgck of the sun to be experienced in its entirety.
The manner in which natural light is faaitated into the space is
largely affected by the nature of that light- Iherehre the east
e h t i o n , a glazed curtain waU, a l h in morning and earl..
afternoon Light- Any direct light passing this he& is mitigated via
interior fouwzs. The west elevation sheltem the interior spaces Born
the harshness of direct larr winter sun, and thus openings are left as
horizontal slits. The result is a b u i i flushed by natural light to
the east, whii being sheltered t o the west.
The Nature of the Edge

The parking lot is our contemporary urban garden. If one looks out
the office window of a downtown tower it is evident t h q make up
much of our a v s fabric-Howewer, no matter what type of patterns
parking lots bestowt they are often disengaged from the buildings
that sunound them. As a result parking lots remain m q h a L spaces,
vacant of the potentiaL i n t d o n s they can induce

The codiguntion of mullions on the east fixale of the new intervention emphasize the horizodtJr of the h
~
thus affirming
,

it as an edge. Horrwer, of greater importance is the transparent
nature of this edge Within the shopping mail sodaicentrality is
confined to its intexior spaces. The Rage h r i n t e r d o n is set by the
monotonous Light and music configured by shopping mall designe!rs.
By exposing interior -ties,
people in the parking lot are
engaged, the same occurs from the inside out- The parking tot and
the relationship between adjacent b u i i s become part of the
experience of the place, in fa they begin to create a p k e
The trausparent nature of the east edge begins to redefine the vast
roorn of the pasking lot from the outside looking in, From the
extexior the meaL at the base of the curtain waLL a m the parking
lot plane to moue past it into the building. Lmking from the inside
out, the paking lot merges with the interior space The nanorP
depth of the h i ,
only 12m,is mitigatedby the contiguous
ground plane of the parking lot and the interior Aoor, as welt as the
iayerinq of naturaLlight born east to west. The Parid natura1 light
which penetrates the east facab is set against the stilhess of the
west facade, where an opaque edge cubs direct light into the space,
protects the user from the noise of the adjacent street and a 1 h
selected views to the mountains in the west and northwest- The
b u i i can be cross-sectionalLy understood as a scupper which
alloft a contiguous field of ground p h e and light- As on moves
furtherW into the building towards the west, the light is less
intense The mast intense light runs abng the east curtain waLL from
the north end to the south end of the building. Approdmately 3.5m
in depth this area, whereby the skin is remaled fmm the structure,
aUom the east facada!to be read as a screen fiom the exterior of the
building, and acts as a light-well on the interior of the b u i i
which defines the entry sequences
The Pmmenade

As mentioned in the preceding essay, the configuration of the

shopping mall is b a d on a circuit ensuing a constant flow of
shoppers The sequence is straight forward,one is either in the
drculation path or in a shop. Spatial qualities are banal and nerner
~ o w ~ b ~ i n m n ~ o n e s p a eAndonce
e a t a ~

one has walked the drcuit, she can leave or start again.

The Reading Room responds to these foxmulaic routes by alLowhg
spaces to be fluid, auto~~~mous
as udL as part of other spaces.
Circulation expands and contraas according to adjirent conditions.
Even the main circulation ramp is wide enough (3.51~)to aUow h r
activiw other than passage. The mutt is a constantly altering
sequence of spaces which engage the senses as p m h a l vim are
exchanged for distant vim and Net sheltered spaca are
-j
JJYlight infuseds p a
The Caf6

In order to negotiate between the polarities of unimsality and
difference, a
was added to the programme of the Iibrary. While
the library appeals to the specificity of a colLective Canadian
identity, the the &esses the economic exigencies of the shopping
maU by generating revenue for the library- Although it would be
appropriate fbr the @ to be independently owmi, this is not an
absolute Combining an indepestdent1y governed Library with a
franchised consumer partner would exemplify the recugnition rather
than the rej-on of mhexsaIs

This Mastefs Degree Project has attempted to ana1yze and
umktand rather than judge the facets of contemporary
consumption sites, as weU as the ixtivity of consumption, itself. As
a result the e e c t u x a l response is a criticat one in which the
emergence of shopping centres as w w centres of metmpolitan We is
paramount. O m the past three dedes, the shopping mall has
deweloped as the pivot point h r retail, entertainment, and
transportation It is here that communitieserchange lifedanghg
ideas and qyotidian commsatiort. Howem,, these results him not
been expedited by the architecture of the shopping mall, bat r a w
hawe developed as places of 'soda1 centrality' through the sock1and
culturat commitment of sunoanding communities. In response the
architecture of The &&ng Room has articulated b d and spatial
sequences which allow an embodied experience within a public
realm. The architecturaLidea is based on aUouing a simultaneity of
ewents, k i t a t e d by the aperbpping of space and light,
While unimsaLs have economic importance in our cities, they also
dmlue our culturaL heritqes. The shopping &,and other consumption sites epitomize the notion of miversalitp. ?he Reading
Room responds to its prevalence by fimuing on the nature of the
Light in Calgary. Thus its site orientation, its materialitJr,its formal
and spatial configurations are all dependant on the manner in which
the light changes throughout the day.

In undershdhg &sting attitudestowards spaces of consumption,
while addressing the true nature of its contert, The Reuding Room
sits appropriately between an acceptance of the shopping mall as a
new centre for social anti cultural exchange, and the recognition, not
the rejection, of the necessity of mhmsak

ALL shopping mail, interior photographs m e taken by the author at
Market Mall Shopping Centre, The Eaton Cenbe and Dahousie
Shopping Centre in Calgaq, ALberta.
Jwb~
~Rrst Spy' CaJe, ons pg.20, is a book cover photograph
of the book by Mordecai Richler,
The photograph on pg.18, is by OMero Toscani h r Benetton.
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